Special Issue on Culture and Economics

Call for Papers

Culture and economics studies the relation of culture to economic outcomes. Programmatic issues include whether and how much culture matters as to economic outcomes and what its relation is to institutions. Applications include the study of religion, social norms, social identity, fertility, beliefs in redistributive justice, ideology, hatred, terrorism, trust, and the culture of economics. Methods include case studies and theoretical and empirical modeling of cultural transmission within and across social groups.

In this special issue, we intend to invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original research and review articles on Culture and Economics. Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Culture and economic performance
- Cultural values on economic development
- Economics of cultural policy
- Cultural differences in behavioral economics
- Cultural market
- Culture and investment behaviors
- Cultural distance and international trade
- Religion and political economy
- Sustainable development
- Economic and cultural globalization
- Cultural and creative industries
- Cultural economics and entrepreneurship
- Economics of arts, heritage and culture
- Cultural economy in the digital age

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal’s Paper Submission System.

Please kindly notice that the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title is supposed to be specified and the research field “Special Issue – Culture and Economics” should be chosen during your submission.

According to the following timetable:
For publishing inquiries, please feel free to contact the Editorial Assistant at submission.entrance1@scirp.org
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